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Notes on Carston on truth-
conditions and CIs

LSA Summer Linguistics Institute, 2019
Introduction to Pragmatics

Instructor: Anne Bezuidenhout

Grice’s picture
What is communicated:

1. What is said: The meaning intended by the speaker that is “closely related to the conventional 
meaning of the words (the sentence) he has uttered” (Grice, 1975, L&C, p. 44)

2. What is implicated: The meaning the speaker intends to convey by (in/ when) saying (or making as if 
the say) what he did.

What is 
communicated

What is said 

Sentence 
meaning 

Contextual 
ingredients

What is 
implicated

Reference 
resolution; 

disambiguation

“He is in the grip of a vice”.
[The British spelling of the tool 
called a ‘vise’ is ‘vice’]
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Other contextual contributions to WIS
What is Said (WIS) = Proposition expressed = Truth-conditional content = RT explicature

Relevance theorists and philosophers such as Recanati have argued that context plays a far larger role than Grice 
allows.

Recanati talks of “local pragmatic processes” that include saturation, (free) enrichment, and pragmatic transfer. RT 
and Carston talk of pragmatic modulation processes of enrichment and loosening. 

1. I haven’t eaten.
2. It’ll take time for your knee to heal.
3. I’ve got nothing to wear.
4. Everyone was a vegetarian.
5. You’re not going to die [uttered by a mother to a child who is crying because of a cut on his knee]
6. The road layout had changed and she lost her way.
7. I’m ready.
8. Jack has finished.
9. Only 22,000 miles. Like new. [Uttered by a car salesman]

Kent Bach talks of processes of completion and expansion, but they contribute content  to what he calls 
implicitures rather than WIS.

Semantic WIS Gricean WIS Pragmatic WIS
Sometimes sub-propositional 
(i.e., a propositional 
“schema” or propositional 
“radical”)

Minimal propositions Enriched propositions

No communicative intentions 
involved

WIS is speaker-meaning that 
corresponds closely to 
conventional meaning

Full involvement of 
communicative intentions

Context limited to a few 
"contextual parameters"
<agent, addressee, time, 
place, …>

Context plays a role just in 
reference assignment and 
disambiguation

Broad role for context and 
context includes all of 
common ground

Supporters: Bach Supporters: Grice, Levinson 
for non-default cases

Supporters: Relevance 
theorists, Travis, Searle, 
Recanati
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Minimalist principles
Minimal truth-evaluability: A pragmatically derived element is part of WIS iff it is required  to arrive 
at a complete proposition. 

Linguistic Direction principle (LDP): A pragmatically derived element is part of WIS iff it is required as 
the value of a slot or variable in the decoded logical form; that is, iff it is derived by means of the 
process of saturation.

Consider the following dialogue:
Peter: Let's go to the mountains this weekend.

Mary: It will take some time to get there.

According to the minimal truth-evaluability principle, what Mary said was something trivial.

Similarly, the LDP would suggest that Mary in the dialog below is expressing the minimal proposition 
that there is a past moment of time at which she has eaten:

Peter: Do you want to join us for lunch?

Mary:  I've eaten.

Since there is no element in the decoded LF corresponding to a specific moment of time (e.g., the day 
of utterance), any reference to the day of utterance is a pragmatic element that is not a part of WIS.

Hidden indexicals vs. free enrichment

(1) John's book is on the table.

The book John wrote/read/ordered/…is on the table.

(2) It’s raining.

It’s raining in Chicago.

Hidden indexical account: The possessive construction in (1) contains a hidden indexical, 

whose value must be supplied by context. It is a variable that ranges over possible relations 

that John might stand in to the book. 

Free enrichment account: There is no hidden slot that must be filled by saturation. Rather, 

independent non-linguistic information from the common ground will help determine the 

relevant relation.
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RT critique: Minimal propositions play no role 
in reasoning

Context: Bob has broken his leg.
Anne: Are you entitled to compensation?
Bob: Well, a manhole was left uncovered and I fell in.

The RT account of the reasoning that Anne must engage in to understand Bob’s reply is as follows:
a. Highly accessible contextual assumption: If you injure yourself by falling into a hole because a manhole cover was 

left off, you are entitled to accident compensation.
b. Proposition expressed (WIS): A manhole was left uncovered and as a result Bob fell in the hole.
c. Implicated conclusion: Bob is entitled to accident compensation.

If Bob’s utterance is treated as expressing a minimal proposition, and (b) is treated instead as an 
implicature, then what Bob said would play no role in the derivation of contextual effects, since it is 
(b) that is needed to derive the implicated conclusion, not the minimal proposition. 

This suggests than (b) is after all the proposition expressed/ WIS/ the explicature.

Grice’s Circle
A problem first pointed out by J. Jonathan Cohen (1971):

1. The old king has died of a heart attack and a republic has been declared.
2. A republic has been declared and the old king has died of a heart attack.
3. If the old king has died of a heart attack and a republic has been declared, then Tom will be quite content.
4. If a republic has been declared and the old king has died of a heart attack, then Tom will be quite content.

According to Grice, (1) and (2) are truth-conditionally equivalent (although they  have different 
implicatures). Hence (3) and (4) should be truth-conditionally equivalent too. But intuitively they are 
not. (3) could be true and (4) false.

To solve this problem, Grice appears to be caught in a circle.

Take (3), for example. We must derive the implicature of its antecedent in order to figure out what 
the speaker is saying. However, to calculate implicatures, we must first figure out what the speaker 
is saying. What the speaker is saying corresponds to the conditional as a whole. So we are caught in 
an impossible situation – we can’t figure out what the speaker is saying by (3) without figuring out 
what is implicated by this saying, but we can’t figure out what is implicated without first working 
out what the speaker is saying.
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Pragmatic “intrusion”
Pragmatic inferences are needed to calculate truth conditions of complex sentences.

1. Driving home and drinking three beers is better than drinking three beers and driving home.
2. Because the police have recovered some of the gold, they will no doubt recover the lot.
3. Either he left her and she took to the bottle or she took to the bottle and he left her.

L. Jonathan Cohen’s solution: There is no pragmatic intrusion. ‘And’, ‘some’, etc. are semantically 
ambiguous. E.g., besides t-conditional ‘and’, we need to recognize ‘and then’, ‘and as a result’, etc.

Levinson's solution: Only certain implicatures intrude into the truth-conditional content of complexes, 
namely GCIs. But these GCIs are utterance-level meanings, governed by special default heuristics/ 
principles.

RT solution: Pragmatically modulated meanings contribute to the truth-conditional content and hence 
to WIS (which corresponds to the RT notion of explicature) even in unembedded cases, so it is no 
surprise they contribute to the truth-conditions of the complex.

Tests for WIS
In papers by Recanati (1989) and Carston (1988), several suggestions are made as to how we 
can test whether a pragmatic content is part of WIS:

1. Availability Principle (Recanati):  In deciding whether a pragmatically determined aspect 
of content is part of WIS, we should always preserve our pre-theoretic intuitions on the 
matter.

2. Independence principle (Carston): Conversational implicatures are functionally 
independent of WIS, in the sense that they neither entail nor are entailed by WIS. When a 
pragmatically derived element is not independent in this way, it is part of WIS.

3. The Scope Principle: A pragmatically determined aspect of meaning is part of WIS if it 
falls within the scope of logical operators such as negation and conditionals.
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Tests allegedly supporting minimalism

There has recently been a cottage industry on devising tests for what belongs to WIS, 
initiated by the critique of contextualism in Cappelen & Lepore (2005). Insensitive 
Semantics. Wiley-Blackwell. C&L’s four tests are:

• Inter-contextual Disquotation test (ICD test)
• Ability to produce as real context-shifting argument (RCSA test)
• Collection test
• Reporting test

A good place to start would be with Sarah-Jane Leslie (2007). Moderately sensitive 
semantics. In G. Preyer (ed.), Context Sensitivity and Semantic Minimalism. Oxford 
University Press. pp. 133-168.

Or with my chapter on ‘Contextualism and minimalism’ in the Oxford Handbook of 
Pragmatics, edited by Y. Huang, (2017, pp. 21-46)

Carston’s defense of the Scope Principle

The basic rhetorical moves in Carston’s chapter from the Bianchi (ed.) volume are as follows:

• First, it seems we have evidence that pragmatic elements contribute to truth-conditional content, 
which can be explained by concluding that they are part of WIS/ the explicature.

• Secondly, there are apparent counterexamples from Garcia-Carpintero that suggest conversational 
implicatures can contribute to t-conditions; these are dismissed as cases where pragmatic elements 
can be analyzed as ad hoc concepts that contribute to explicatures.

• Next, we turn to the “Embedded Implicature Hypothesis” posited by Mitch Green (and plausibly also 
endorsed by Levinson); this hypothesis is criticized on the grounds that it counts obviously valid 
arguments as invalid.

• Finally, we turn to the attempt by Alessandro Zucchi to save the embedded implicature view by appeal 
to a dynamic semantic analysis of the operators ‘and’ and ‘if…, then…’; this view is criticized on the 
grounds that it gives the wrong t-conditions for some cases and b/c it over-generates; obviously invalid 
arguments would have to be counted as valid if we follow Zucchi’s analysis.
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Garcia-Carpintero counterexamples
G-C appeals to the following examples from Grice’s ‘Logic & conversation’ paper: 

(1)  [Anne is standing by an obviously immobilized car and is approached by Bob]:
Anne: I am out of petrol.
Bob: There is a garage round the corner
PCI: The garage is open for business and sells petrol.

(2)   A woman visited John in his office.
GCI: A woman other than John’s wife, sister or mother visited him.

(3)   Anne: If there is a gas station around the corner, I don’t need to worry any more.
(4)   If a woman visited John in his office, his wife will be jealous.

G-C’s point is that the Gricean CIs seem to contribute to the truth-conditions of the 
conditionals in (3) and (4). So the scope test can’t distinguish WIS from implicatures.

Carston’s response to Garcia-Carpintero

These pragmatically generated contents do indeed contribute to the  truth-conditional 
contents of the conditionals.

However, this is plausibly because these pragmatically generated contents are in fact ad 
hoc concepts derived via the operation of the local pragmatic processes of enrichment 
and/or loosening and that are composed into these utterance’s explicatures:

THERE IS A GARAGE* AROUND THE CORNER.

A WOMAN* VISITED JOHN IN HIS OFFICE.
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Green’s Embedded implicature hypothesis

“If the assertion of a sentence S conveys the implicatum [implicature] that p with nearly universal 
regularity, then when S is embedded, the content that is usually understood to be embedded for 
semantic purposes is the proposition (S & p).” Green (1998: 77).

Note that what Green’s definition implies is that when S is unembedded, the implicatures that arise 
from an utterance of S do not contribute to the utterance’s truth-conditional content.

Examples:

1. I lost a contact lens in the accident. GCI: I lost my own contact lens.

2. Mary lost a contact lens in the accident. GCI: Mary lost her own contact lens.

3. I didn’t lose a contact lens in the accident, but Mary did.
4. Either Mary lost a contact lens in the accident or Bob did.

Objection to Green’s hypothesis

The following argument seems valid, but Green would have to judge it invalid, because 
the GCI associated with ‘and’ does not contribute to truth-conditions in the 
unembedded case according to Green (and Levinson). It only becomes part of the t-
conditions when embedded:

Premise 1: If someone leaves a manhole cover off and you break your leg, you can 
sue them.
Premise 2: Someone left a manhole cover off and Meg broke her leg.
Conclusion: Meg can sue them.
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Does the scope test have “bite”?

Carston is claiming that if a pragmatically generated content associated with the utterance of a 
sentence S contributes to the truth-conditional content of the utterance of a compound 
sentence under which S is embedded, then that pragmatically generated content is a constituent 
of WIS by the compound (as well as of the unembedded S).
She needs to show that not just any pragmatically determined content will pass this test, 
otherwise the test would be useless and not help us to draw a boundary between WIS and what 
is implicated.
She thinks that there are cases that would not pass the scope test. In particular, she thinks that 
we can find pragmatic meanings associated with the utterance of some S that do not contribute 
to the truth-conditional contents of the embedding constructions containing S. Hence these 
meanings would not be classed as part of WIS.
Her examples (22) and (23) are meant to establish this.
Let us look at (23) in particular.

Carston’s example (23)
This is an example that relies on Grice’s South of France case:

Anne: Where does Peter live?
Bob: Somewhere in the South of France
Implicature: Bob does not know precisely where In the South of France Peter lives.

Now consider the following, where Bob’s response is embedded as the antecedent of a conditional:
Bob: If Peter lives somewhere in the South of France, then I do not know where.

We are supposed to imagine that this is uttered in a context similar to the one that would generate the 
implicature that would be generated by ‘Somewhere in the South of France’ when that sentence is
unembedded, as in the above dialog.
Carston’s intuitions are that the conditional does not have the feel of a tautology, which it would be if 
the implicature is part of the truth-conditions of the conditional. Bob would in effect be saying:

Bob: If Peter lives somewhere in the South of France but I do not know where, then I do not know where.

Therefore, by the scope test, this pragmatically derived content is a genuine implicature not a part of 
WIS.
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Context and common ground (Stalnaker)

Assert S

W2

W1

W3

W2

W3

W1

C* C* + S

• The context set c* =  the set of 
possible worlds in which all of 
the propositions in the context 
c (viz. the common ground) are 
true.

• The context change potential of 
a sentence S can be viewed as 
its potential to narrow down 
the set of live alternatives by 
excluding those incompatible 
with the sentence’s content. 

• When you assert S, you are 
proposing to add its content to 
the common ground. When 
that is added to the common 
ground, the context set shrinks. 

Meaning as context-change potential

c* S

c* Ç S
c* Ç (c*  Ç S)'

The context change potential 
of a sentence S relative to a 
context c is a partial function 
/S/ that maps c* onto a new 
context set c* + S = c* Ç S 

The context change potential 
of Not S = c* + [Not S] = c* Ç
(c* Ç S)’ 

The context change potential 
of S1 and S2 = c* + [S1 and S2] = 
[(c* Ç S1) Ç S2].

The context change potential 
of If S1, S2 = c* + [If S1, S2] = c* 
Ç [(c* Ç S1) Ç (c* Ç S1 Ç S2)']' 
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Zucchi’s analysis

“If A, then B” is true in a context c iff B is true in all the worlds in c in which A and what A 
implicates are true.

The context-change potential of “If A, then B” is c* = c + [if A, then B] = the set of worlds in 
c in which either A and what A implicates are false or B is true.

Carston concedes that Zucchi can account for the validity of the manhole cover example 
that she used against Green.

[This depends on conceding that the unembedded conjunction in the 2nd premise of the 
manhole cover argument will update the context by adding both the conjunctive assertion 
and its conversational implicature to the context.]

However, Carston argues that this account over-generates, in that it gives the wrong truth-
conditions for some conditional sentences and it counts intuitively invalid arguments as 
valid.

Wrong truth-conditions

“Sue is a linguist or an anthropologist.”
Scalar implicature: Sue is not both a linguist and an anthropologist (exclusive ‘or’ interpretation)
Clausal implicature: The speaker doesn’t know whether or not Sue is a linguist  and doesn’t know whether or 
not she is an anthropologist.

“If Sue is a linguist or an anthropologist, she is familiar with the relativity hypothesis.”

The truth or falsity of these implicatures seems irrelevant to the truth or falsity of the 
conditional.

A: Does Sam like John and Mary?
B: He likes Mary

Implicature: Sam doesn’t like John.
“If Sam likes Mary, he’ll ask her to his party.”
Again, whether Sam does or does not like John seems irrelevant to the truth or falsity of the 
conditional.
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Invalid arguments judged valid by Zucchi’s 
account

Premise 1: If Sam doesn’t like John, he won’t invite him (John) to his party.
Premise 2: Sam likes Mary.
Conclusion: Sam won’t invite John to his party.

Premise 1: If not all the students pass the exam the teacher will be upset.
Premise 2: Some of the students will pass the exam.
Conclusion: The teacher will be upset.

Premise 1: If it’s possible that John is drunk today we should cancel his lecture.
Premise 2: John is not drunk today.
Conclusion: We should cancel his lecture.

The coherent conversation argument
Incoherent exchange:

A: Does Bill have a girlfriend these days?

B: He visits New York every weekend.

C: No, he doesn’t. He goes there to see his ill mother.

Coherent exchange:
A: Mary fell over and hurt her knee.

B: No, she didn’t. She hurt her knee and fell over

On a relevance-theoretic account, a pragmatic enrichment of the linguistically encoded 
content of A’s utterance (hence an aspect of its truth-conditional content) is being denied 
by B in the 2nd case; this is what distinguishes the example from the 1st one, where it is an 
implicature that is being denied.
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Bottom line…
“The arguments …concerning (a) the validity (or invalidity) of arguments framed in natural 
language, and (b) the coherence (or incoherence) of conversational exchanges, favour an 
account of the pragmatically derived meaning of the examples under consideration as aspects 
of their truth-conditional content, both when they are embedded in the scope of a logical 
operator and when they are freestanding.” (p. 33)

Carston uses the Scope Criterion to challenge the distinction between GCIs and PCIs. Some 
examples that are treated as implicatures by Grice and Levinson are reanalyzed as explicatures. 

However, what is part of the explicature and what is implicated will depend on context. Scalars 
terms sometimes yield contents that are incorporated into the utterance’s explicature and 

sometimes will count as implicatures.


